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The general importance of intermodal travel (i.e., travel in which there is a combination of modes to a destination, for example, train or light rail and a bus connection) has been emphasized in extensive congressional hearings and in state and regional sponsored transportation studies. Available empirical studies of the use of intermodal travel have predominantly been in cases where travel is across cities or regions. These studies have most often related use of intermodal travel options to distance, time of day and user demographics and user-identified factors and ratings that evaluate these factors. The principal objective of this exploratory study is to identify candidate factors that users relate to the public transit options when work travel is within a local corridor.

Two focus groups were conducted in each of two travel corridors in Northern California’s Bay Area. Results identify four factors that are reported to be major considerations in user evaluation of intermodal travel to work. The importance of these factors is indicated by their independent identification in each group and the amount of discussion of the factors. The cost of uncertainty in waiting time between connections and the imputed lack of coordination between modes in service offerings were among the predominant factors in the discussions of all groups.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The general importance of intermodal travel (i.e., travel in which there is a combination of modes to a destination, for example, train or light rail and a bus connection) has been emphasized in extensive congressional hearings and in state and regional sponsored transportation studies. As has been noted in those hearings and studies, single-passenger, own-vehicle travel in short range trips that include travel to work have well-recognized economic and environmental costs. Available empirical studies of the use of intermodal travel have predominantly been in cases where travel is across cities or regions. These studies have most often related use of intermodal travel options to distance, time of day and user identified factors and evaluations of these factors. This exploratory study had the principal objective of identifying candidate factors that users consider to be related to use of the public transportation options when work travel is within a local corridor. Results for two focus groups in each of two travel corridors in Northern California's Bay Area identified multiple factors in user evaluation of intermodal travel to work. The importance of these factors was indicated by their independent identification in each group and the amount of discussion of the factors. The cost of uncertainty in waiting time between connections and the imputed lack of coordination between modes in service offerings were among the factors that were identified in the discussions of all groups.
I. INTRODUCTION

A frequently referenced public policy goal is to reduce or limit the growth of single-passenger private vehicle use for routine trips (Siggerud 2006). This policy goal continues to have limited success in the densely-populated travel corridors of California. The most common routinized local traveling is clearly in travel to work. While work travel is about 20% of total travel in the U.S., it remains important because of its absolute size and the regularity in its timing. This suggests the possible efficiency that coordinated planning can offer. In many parts of the country, the public transit option is necessarily intermodal. Available intermodal transportation can involve a number of modes that include long distance bicycling; this study emphasizes the combination of bus and train transports that are the predominant modes in urban California corridors.

For many, if not most, households in the corridors studied, a principal difficulty in using public transportation for travel to their workplaces is that it does require intermodal connections. Employees in major urban areas of California do not have access to a single transportation mode in traveling to work. Reasons for this can be understood from historical backgrounds of location decisions. Although there is an extensive background on integrating land use and transportation modes, including Abraham and Hunt (1999), Bennett (1999), and Metropolitan Transportation Commission (2003), decisions of private companies regarding location have most often heavily weighted cost and industry factors. In contrast, decisions on residence location have most heavily weighted the price of a residence size, neighborhood quality and amenities such as the quality of schooling and location of cultural and ethnic facilities (Manaugh, Miranda-Moreno and El-Geneidy 2010).

In background studies of the use of intermodal public transportation for the work trip in urban corridors, Bovy and Hoogendoorn-Lanser (2005) and Benjamins, Lindveld and Van Nes (2002) have assessed preferences revealed from mode use in networks for intercity travel in the Netherlands. Their results suggest the importance of some previously unreported factors such as whether the trip is to an activity or a home-end trip (i.e., travel to a destination vs. travel from a destination). Since their studies are limited to revealed preferences, factors that are not manifested in actual behavior cannot be addressed. Additionally, these authors study intercity rail facilities. Data gathered in this study addresses travel to work within U.S. local corridors.

A series of focus groups were convened to identify predominant factors in decisions to use intermodal travel. These factors are typically entered as stated preferences in analysis of mode choice (Tayyaran and Khan 2007). The focus groups were engaged in direct discussion of what transit users considered to be predominant factors in their own intermodal travel decisions, the relative importance of these factors, and alternatives in mode designs that are within design capabilities of planners. Simply stated, the general questions this study investigates are: (1) What do travelers see as the primary factors in evaluations of their current use of more than one transportation mode in a work trip? and (2) How would they feasibly modify present intermodal offerings to better serve users? This study and subsequent report was generated in two parts. The first part of the report is an exploratory study with the objective of identifying factors that are important to those who use intermodal travel to work. The second part of the report is a pilot study that indicates the factors
identified in focus group can be reliably scaled in questionnaire investigations of mode choice.
II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This exploratory study queried participants who travel to work by intermodal public transport. Study resources did not permit comparison groups of work travelers who have an intermodal public transport option but use their own vehicle. The pilot study was able to include own vehicle users regarding rated importance of factors identified by the study’s author. Given the well-defined results on choice of transportation mode when the alternatives are in single travel modes, one would expect that identified factors and their weightings in the intermodal case can be assessed and used to inform on the design of integrated intermodal transportation systems.

The study’s longer-term objective is to increase the understanding of factors in decisions on local travel to work and the heuristic rules that travelers use in choice of mode for travel to work when the public alternative is intermodal. The intention is to use results from studies of intermodal work travelers and input from policy makers to more clearly indicate the design of alternatives that ensure high usage rates by travelers and cost-effectiveness.
III. USER FOCUS GROUPS

METHODOLOGY

Design

Two four-person focus groups in each of two travel corridors were convened. This design allows for replications of identified factors within and across travel corridors.

Format

The focus group format style was facilitator-guided open discussion. The discussion was organized into topics of what is “most burdensome” and “least burdensome” in using intermodal public transport for work travel and recommendations for improvements in service offerings that would contribute most to continued use of intermodal work travel. Discussion of each of the organizing topics was allowed to continue until all participants indicated that they had no additional comments.

Participants

Focus group participants were employees who work for high-tech firms in travel corridors in Northern California’s Santa Clara and Alameda counties. The screening criteria for participants were that they live more than 10 miles and less than 60 miles from work, and use an intermodal connection in travel to work. In Santa Clara County, travel was from locations within five square miles of San José State University’s campus to high technology firms in the city of Santa Clara. In Alameda County, travel was from within five square miles of the University of California, Berkeley campus to industry or government offices in downtown Oakland or San Francisco. These travel corridors are common to professional groups that are employed in high-tech occupations in the counties studied.

All participants had completed at least four years of higher education and were in professional occupations. Their ages were between 24 and 36 years. Two of the participants had school-age children but had outside arrangements for their transportation and care. Each participant was paid $20 for an approximately one-hour session discussing the designated topics in intermodal travel.

County Demographics

Both Alameda and Santa Clara counties have higher than the statewide averages for education, income, and population density but report about equivalent mean travel times to work as in the entire state. County demographics are summarized in table 1.
### Table 1. County Demographics (2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Santa Clara County</th>
<th>Alameda County</th>
<th>State of California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of residents with bachelor’s degree or higher</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income</td>
<td>$88,525</td>
<td>$70,217</td>
<td>$61,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean travel time to work (minutes)</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons per square mile</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>1,956</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2010 (http://www.census.gov/)*

### RESULTS

Transcripts of the focus group sessions were analyzed with software for coding and categorizing qualitative data (Atlas ti; Muhr and Friese 2004). The analysis used number of words in discussions of a factor and the position of the factor in the discussion flows to hierarchically decompose an exhaustive list of the factors in the transcripts. Within each of the discussion topics of “most burdensome,” “least burdensome,” and “recommend/use more,” a list of factors were identified and further categorized into the tree organization of sub-factors shown in figures 1, 3, and 5. For each focus group, the study’s author examined both line and word counts in the transcripts of discussions as measures of the amount of discussion on designated grouping factors. The counts are conservative in that only on-topic discussion directly related to discussion questions was included. Numbers of words and observations of the organization in discussion flows are used to define the hierarchies shown in the figures.

Figures 2, 4, and 6 show the number of words as a measure of discussion time on sub-factors of the main grouping factors. Across all groups, most of the discussion was in the categories of most burdensome and recommend/use more. Exemplary statements in each of the main grouping factors are reported in Appendix B. Sub-factors within each main grouping factor are discussed in the next section.

#### Most Burdensome

Within this main grouping factor, first order sub-factors were on connections between modes and attributes of modes. Issues that related to connections between modes clearly predominated in the discussion on most burdensome and recommend/use more. Within discussions of connections between modes, the second order sub-factors related to wait time and to distance between modes. The second order grouping factor of wait time was further divided into length of time for a connection and uncertainty. Uncertainty in wait time was clearly discussed as distinct from how long the wait time was in their experience.

Uncertainty was predominantly linked to bus travel and was seen as increasing trip time for most of the participants, since arriving late to work is not an option. In contrast, arriving early was seen as having a small benefit but generally made necessary because of the large variance in connection wait times. In discussing uncertainty in trip time, the lack
of continuously shared information on scheduling and managerial flexibility in vehicle dispatching were discussed separately as factors that underlie high uncertainty in wait time.

Figure 1. Organizational Schematic of Focus Group Discussions: Most Burdensome
Figure 2. Number of Words by Grouping Factors Within Most Burdensome
Least Burdensome

The principal sub-grouping factors for discussion in least burdensome were the rail experience in general, consequences of not driving, opportunity to work in transit and experiential benefits (i.e., social and personal travel experience). Within discussions of the rail experience, general comfort and efficiency of rail modes were sub-factors. Efficiency was seen as a result from better coordination and varied frequency with work time. Not driving was discussed in terms of less travel time, not negotiating traffic and reduced cost. Under experiential, the personal benefits of “going mindless” for a while, opportunities for social contacts, and in some cases scenic views were discussed.

Figure 3. Organizational Schematic of Focus Group Discussions: Least Burdensome
Figure 4. Number of Words by Grouping Factors Within Least Burdensome
Figure 5. Organizational Schematic of Focus Group Discussions: Use More and Recommend
III. User Focus Groups

Use More/Recommend

In the discussion of factors that would increase the use of intermodal options by work travelers and general recommendations to facilitate this goal, the first order grouping factors were increased coordination, attributes of modes, and new modes. Participants indicated that they expected that increased coordination would decrease wait time and uncertainty in wait time. Discussion on wait time was further divided into factors of coordination within modes, and coordination between modes. These sub-factors received particular emphasis by each of the focus groups. It was suggested that coordination within modes would increase coordination between arrivals and departures for most commonly used connections. More express routes and better overall route planning was discussed as reducing wait time. Finally, increased communication between companies and simpler payment and transfer options were suggested as ways to increase flexibility and adaptation.

![Use more and recommend](image)

**Figure 6. Number of Words by Grouping Factors Within Use More and Recommend**

The factors and sub-factors defined from transcripts of the focus group discussions are summarized in table 2.
Table 2. Summary of Identified Factors in Organizational Schematics

Most burdensome
- Interface between modes
  - Wait time
    - Length of time
    - Uncertainty in length of time
    - Lack of continuously updated information
    - Lack of flexibility in scheduling
- Distance between modes in the interface
- Attributes of modes
  - Cost
  - Comfort
  - Cleanliness
  - Safety
  - Bike accommodations
  - Payment compatibility across modes

Least burdensome
- Rail experience
- Comfort
- Efficiency
- Not driving
  - Reduction in total travel time
  - Not having to negotiate traffic
  - Cost reduction
- Opportunity to work
- Experiential
  - Social contacts
  - Opportunity to be “mindless”
  - Can be scenic

Use more/recommend
- Increased coordination
  - Reduced wait time
  - Reduced uncertainty
- Attributes of mode
  - Reduced cost
  - Increased comfort and safety in bus travel
- New modes
  - Company buses
  - Call for pick-up
  - Varying size buses
  - Smart cars/zip cars
IV. PILOT STUDY OF THE IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS IN MODE CHOICE

This chapter includes the results of a pilot study of ratings of the importance of factors in mode choice for travel to work by high-frequency users. The objective of the pilot study is to establish that factors identified by focus groups can be reliably scaled in closed-end questionnaires and that differences in rated importance by users and non-users of public transportation are interpretable. For these factors, one might expect cost and environment to be more important to public transit users and total travel time and uncertainty in travel time to be more important to own vehicle users.

METHODOLOGY

Participants

This study used a convenience sample of respondents. The questionnaire was distributed to full-time employees of high-tech companies located in one of the study’s travel corridors. Most employees used their own vehicle to travel to work. A total of 68 completed questionnaires were obtained in a two-week period.

Design

The introductory statement of the three-page questionnaire indicated the general importance of the transportation modes individuals use to get to work. A first section elicited information on the regularity of travel to work, distance from residence to work location and the frequencies of the modes they used in the past month. A second section requested ratings of the importance of factors in the choice of mode. The rated factors included those identified in the focus group studies. The third section requested background demographic information.

RESULTS

Analyses were limited to completed questionnaires in which respondents traveled to work at least 20 times in the past month. Public transit users were defined as those who used public modes in at least ten of their trips in the past month. Only five of those who used a public transit regularly reported using a single mode and these were not included in the analysis. The reported comparisons compare those who were defined as intermodal work travelers by study criterion and a sample of own vehicle users. (Public Transit Users: monthly travel to work $\geq 20$, intermodal travel $\geq 10$ \(n=26\). Own Vehicle Users: monthly travel to work $\geq 20$; intermodal travel $= 0$ \(n=42\)). Means and standard deviations for the seven factors rated by respondents by traveler groups are reported in table 3.
Table 3. Rated Importance of Factors in Mode Choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor*</th>
<th>Public transport users</th>
<th>Own vehicle users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost†</td>
<td>M 7.720  SD 1.969</td>
<td>M 6.522  SD 2.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>M 7.921  SD 1.847</td>
<td>M 7.848  SD 2.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>M 7.04  SD 2.517</td>
<td>M 7.065  SD 2.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment†</td>
<td>M 7.241  SD 2.420</td>
<td>M 6.283  SD 3.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait time</td>
<td>M 8.540  SD 2.159</td>
<td>M 8.326  SD 2.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time</td>
<td>M 8.462  SD 1.702</td>
<td>M 8.739  SD 2.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty†</td>
<td>M 7.808  SD 1.573</td>
<td>M 8.565  SD 2.296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* “Cost” is trip cost, “Distance” is distance between residence and work location, “Clean” is cleanliness of mode, “Environment” is consequence of mode choice for environment, “Wait time” is average time between mode connections, “Travel time” is total travel time, and “Uncertainty” is the variance in total travel time.

† Indicates rated importance is significantly different (p<.05) between user groups.

Differences in within group ratings of factor importance for public transit users, wait time and travel time were significantly greater (p<.05) than for other factors. All other differences in ratings of factor importance were not statistically significant for this group. For own vehicle users, wait time, travel time and uncertainty were significantly greater than other factors in terms of importance. Other differences in means were not statistically significant.

In comparisons of rated factor importance across public transit and own vehicle users, cost, environment and uncertainty were significantly different in rated importance (p<.05). Cost and environment were rated as significantly greater in importance by public transit users. Uncertainty in travel time was rated as significantly greater in importance by own vehicle users. Other differences in means were not statistically significant.

The main objectives of the pilot study were to demonstrate that factors could be reliably scaled and differences in means between public transit users and own vehicle users were in predicted directions.

Coefficients of variation for each factor were in ranges that indicated reliable measurement. While the small sample size in a pilot study limited the differences between public transits and own vehicle users that were statistically significant, the differences in means between user groups that were significant are in predicted directions.

The study’s author does note that although the sample size for own vehicle users was greater than for public transit users, standard deviations are consistently larger in ratings by own vehicle users. This may be indicating that there is more heterogeneity (i.e., multiple segments) among own vehicle users. Segments with different factor importance within this user
group can, in turn, be responsive to different incentives to using public transit in their travel to work. This observation could be explored further in closed-end questionnaire studies.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Focus groups discussions were organized by topics of “most” and “least” burdensome in usage and recommendations to increase usage of public transit options. The discussions were then hierarchically decomposed and summarized, and ultimately factors were identified in diagrams for the organizing topics. The factors identified were replicated across groups in both of the travel corridors studied. The results of the focus group studies were then used to investigate the rated importance of the main factors in a pilot study.

Results of the pilot study showed reliable measurements of these factors and differences between intermodal public transit users and own vehicle users that were in predicted directions. The importance of cost and environment were rated as significantly more important to mode choice by public transit users than to choice by own vehicle users. In contrast, uncertainty in total travel time was rated as significantly more important by own vehicle users than by public transit users. While total travel and wait time were expected to be among predominant factors, uncertainty in travel time was rated more important and given more discussion time in the focus group than anticipated.

Results of other investigators have suggested its subjective importance to travelers (Abkowitz 1981; Bhat and Sardesai 2006; Connors and Sumalee 2009; Lam 2000) and in other consumer applications (Rajamma, Paswan and Hossain 2009). Laboratory results reported by Avineri and Prashker (2006) support this suggestion. However these studies have not distinguished between single mode and multi-mode travel. The latter may markedly increase the importance of uncertainty and further emphasize a policy direction to increase the use of intermodal travel to work. Results of this exploratory study do suggest that given its importance to the users studied, uncertainty in total travel time be more directly investigated in subsequent studies in both its factual accuracy and in its perception when users are intermodal work travelers. It benefits planners to understand the extent to which the noxiousness of the experience is biasing the judgments and whether the actual variances in wait and total travel time when travel is intermodal are as large as those suggested by these participants.

The summary of empirical results is supplemented with qualitative observations gleaned from the focus groups. Results of focus group discussions, word counts for main grouping factors and our observations from multiple viewing of the sessions indicate that the participants placed greater emphasis on what they considered to be most burdensome in using the public transport option than they did on what they considered to be least burdensome. That is, groups were more vocal and displayed more affect in discussing what they considered to be limitations they face as intermodal travelers than they were in discussing benefits. Among the modes they used, much more of the discussion of most burdensome was directed to travel that was through multiple buses or travel that involved a bus connection. Rail, in general, and particularly light rail, appeared to be regarded far more favorably.

Additionally, while they noted the benefits of public transit use in travel to work, it appeared that in many cases, their usage was seen as more a necessity in their personal cases than an active choice among alternatives. This distinction is important since an objective is to maintain usage of public transit options when personal constraints no longer require it. It
may, for example, be that some work travelers remain users of public transit because of their income and schedules. Designer objectives would then be to maintain their usage when income and flexibility in schedule offer more feasible alternatives. This researcher’s view is that the emphasis on most burdensome is regrettable since, as catalogued in discussions of least burdensome, there are bases for more positive experience and evaluation. These inferences from observations of group discussions merit being investigated and elaborated upon in closed-end questionnaire results.

Finally, additional directions are noted for subsequent study. To efficiently identify and group issues in an exploratory study, the participants in focus groups were regular intermodal travelers. Resources did not permit a comparison study of focus groups with commuters who have the option of using public intermodal transport to work but elect to use own vehicle transportation. While there may be considerable similarity in the factors that are identified, it is also possible that own vehicle users would introduce additional factors.

The focus group discussions also suggest that participants take note of the use of public transit for intermodal travel by their peers. This, in turn, suggests that studies of mode choice would benefit from directly studying peer groups of travelers as in professional cohorts in multiple organizations. This would allow analysis of travel mode decisions in interacting peer networks.

In subsequent study, researchers’ attention could be directed to examining factors that have the greatest discrepancies between public transit users and own vehicle users. This study’s results reveal uncertainty in wait time and total travel time, and the importance of environmental factors. As also noted, the generally larger variances of judgments by own vehicle users may suggest that there are multiple segments in this group. Larger samples with more background measures of individual differences could better identify differences between these segments in profiles of importance ratings and affective judgments.

One could also expect that capturing the factors and combining rules in decisions on intermodal travel in routinized work trips will require more than an extension of single mode choice models. Advances in modeling, notably in mixed and nested logit models (Silberhorn, Boztug and Hildebrandt 2008; Train 1999; Wen and Koppelman 2001), contribute to capabilities in representing mode choice. However investigators, including Hensher and Layton (2010), and Kamakura, Kim and Lee (1996), at least suggest that travelers do not closely follow standard compensatory rules in combining their judgments on factors in their decisions. For example, it may be that the judgments on factors in mode choice enter decisions hierarchically. That is, a mode is not evaluated on a second criterion until a minimum standard in a first criterion is at least met. The fit of alternative models of combination rules to data from larger more representative samples can allow direct inference on the underlying combination rules and be useful to planners.

Finally, in considering directions for subsequent study, it merits being noted that this study’s sample group has an educational level and occupations that are not representative of the general population. These differences may be biasing judgments of factors such as the importance of total travel time and uncertainty. This can be addressed in subsequent stud-
ies of intermodal travelers that have resources to draw from frames that are representative of the total population.

From this study’s perspective, discussions on use more/recommend are encouraging to transit designers. As well as indicating alternatives that can be guidelines for design, these discussions suggests that participants recognize positive directions for public transportation that is intermodal, and are able to articulate what would lead to more favorable judgments of the intermodal experience. While many of these alternatives would require additional funding and are operationally difficult to put in place, others provide guides to using technology and managerial skills in what are presently feasible modifications. These include increased communication and coordination across transit mode providers, increased coordination of mode arrivals and varying bus sizes to manage costs. Considering what is at stake in both the direct and unmeasured (e.g., environmental) costs of the extensive use of single passenger, own vehicle travel to work in the major travel corridors in California and other states, there are strong incentives to identify and modify factors in the design of intermodal public transit at this time.

Looking forward, mode choice in travel to work can be expected to remain important to the economy and environment. Telecommuting and “virtual” alternatives to physical presence are likely to increase and have a continuing effect on residence location (Tayyaran, Khan and Anderson 2003). There are also analyses that suggest that there are more optimizing alternatives to traditional configurations of firm locations and residence locations (Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg, 2002). However, physical presence can be expected to continue to dominate in most work designs for skilled labor and a range of other occupations. It remains a priority for those who conceptualize travel decision making and those who implement policy to identify and address factors that underlie satisfaction and use. To date, many of the most advanced studies of user experience and evaluation of intermodal travel have been in European countries and Australia where conditions and personal factors are likely to differ from the American case. United States-based investigators have the methodological capabilities to complement these studies in domestic settings.
APPENDIX A: FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT

At this meeting, we will be discussing the intermodal transportation that you routinely use in traveling to work. Examples of this are travel in which at least one connection between train or light rail and bus or multiple buses is required. As I expect you can appreciate, even if it is not a major decision for you, how you travel to work is of great significance to those who do planning for transportation of all those who travel to work in a community. There are, for example, environmental costs and maintenance costs that individuals do not generally include in their personal costs.

Hearing about what you think is extremely helpful to the service we can provide in the public interest. The most basic rule of our discussion is just to be as thoughtful as possible on the issues we discuss and to speak freely when you have information or an opinion. There is obviously no right or wrong answers to the questions that come up and to the issues raised by other members of our group.

Can we begin by asking each member of the group to describe the intermodal connection that is or would be required in using public transportation to get to work? (Let each group member respond)

Next can you tell us what is most burdensome in using the intermodal connection to travel to work? (Let each group member respond)

Can you also tell us what is least burdensome in using the intermodal connection to travel to work? (Let each group member respond)

Can you please describe the ways in which you see intermodal travel as different from traveling when there is a single mode? (Let each group member respond)

How important is the transportation that others in your work group or among your colleagues use to get to work to your decision on your use of public transportation to get to work? (Let each group member respond)

Could you please describe what improvements would contribute most to you regularly using a public transportation option to get to work when an intermodal connection is required? Please also describe improvements that would most increase your personal satisfaction. (Let each group member respond)

Brainstorm: Finally, our discussion has highlighted the importance of using intermodal public transportation to work and the problems that people like you face when an intermodal connection is required. Can you think a moment about how you would personally approach solutions to the problem from the point of view of a planner? (Let each group member respond)

Is there anything else you would like to add to our discussion? (Let each group member respond).

Thank you for participating. We take seriously what we hear in these meetings.
APPENDIX B: EXEMPLARY TEXT IN IDENTIFYING GROUPING FACTORS

Most Burdensome 1

P 1: Santa Clara Group 1.doc – 1:1

Codes: [F1 P1 most burdensome co-ordination between modes in frequency of off-time arrivals]

P 1: Yes when I get out at the light rail station I have to wait around an hour and its cumbersome. The bus I take is not so frequent, it is only frequent in the morning time and I have to go in the evening (and) probably in the midday at around 3:00 clock.

Most Burdensome 2

P 1: Alameda Group 1.doc

Codes: [F1 P3 most burdensome not enough co-ordination between independent companies]

P 3: Totally agree. I travel to work using three different services, I mean one is run by VTA, and one is by BART and third one is by AC transit. For these the common problem is that if I miss a bus I have to wait. The second problem is that like the fare—I mean the charging—is different for each service, for example we can just get a monthly pass for VTA transit and for AC transit we can get a monthly pass but for BART it is on a different system and there are still some services which use common fare which can be used for three services, but I like to use a common service which can be used to charge for all the three, because sometimes I had to carry three different kinds of passes.

Least Burdensome 1

P 1: Alameda Group 1.doc – 1:8

Codes: [F1 P3 least burdensome using BART and light rail, increased frequency when compared to using VTA and AC]

P 3: Using BART. Like the maximum time difference between each trip here is like 20 min even in peak hrs and in the morning hrs. They are also having frequent service like for 5 or 7 minutes. Here for VTA and AC transit the time difference is at least 20–30 min each. BART has comforts I like.

Least Burdensome 2

P 1: Santa Clara Group 2.doc – 1:9

Codes: [F1 P4 least burdensome meeting new people]
P 4: The only thing I like is that every day I meet new people and recently I made a couple of friends

Least Burdensome 3

P 1: Santa Clara Group 1.doc – 1:10

Codes: [F1 P5 least burdensome can do own work]

P 5: I have a lot of work to do with systems. The best thing is I can open my laptop and keep working in light rail I know that’s not safe every time but sometimes I feel like its okay you can do that.

Use More 1

P 1: Santa Clara Group 1.doc – 1:16

Codes: [F1 P5 more wireless to do own work]

P 5: Almost 30-40% of the people I travel with are employees who work for software companies and being in the Silicon Valley, they prefer the bus to provide some wireless connection for people use laptops. I know it’s pretty expensive for them, but many people have shifted their journeys into light rail or bus just because they don’t have that in their cars.

Use More 2

P 1: Alameda Group 2.doc – 1:18

Codes: [F1 P2 better co-ordination, better display of expected times at bus stations]

P 2: What I would suggest might be impractical but maybe buses could have displays like when it is approaching the nearby light rail station. It should tell the like what time the particular light rail is arriving so that they won’t be having to access the internet for that. So if possible that could be a good option.

Use More 3

P 1: Santa Clara Group 2.doc

Codes: [F1 P3 increased frequency at peak travel times]

P 3: I want to suggest that they increase the frequency of the buses on the busiest routes, like Fremont. Daily you can find more people during from 8:00 till 11:00 o’clock and from evening 4:00–6:00 o’clock.
Most Burdensome 3

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P1 most burdensome payment across modes exact change]

I don’t use Muni enough to get a Muni pass. When I am coming from BART I have to go and change coins, change my dollar bill into a dollar coin as you can only put coins in the turnstile tile. Perhaps that’s more burdensome than the timing, that thing makes it very annoying. Sometimes I go ahead and pay $2 but even then I have to get them in coins, perhaps this new flipper thing would make it somewhat easier.

Most Burdensome 4

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P2 most burdensome co-ordination between modes]

BART will hold trains if there is a slow connection or something particularly these south bay expresses. There are may be two or three that run at distinct times—they would hold them if (other) trains were running late. For buses, if one is late then you have to wait for the next 30 or 40 minutes. Awkward part is the waiting and the fact that the transits don’t talk to each other where they could hold something for the late trains or buses.

Most Burdensome 5

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P4 most burdensome frequency of the buses coordination]

P 4: It’s just the frequency of the buses; they don’t come when they are scheduled to come and if they do there are sometimes there are the same buses in a row. That gets really frustrating when you have been waiting really long and you are trying to get somewhere fast. I guess (they should be) more schedule strict that the same number buses wouldn’t come one after the other.

Least Burdensome 4

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P2 least burdensome good co-ordination in BART and other companies]

I would agree with that. BART is very good when it comes to lining things up. If one of the trains that is supposed to connect is running a few minutes late, they will hold the other train. If in the evening where you can only get directly to the east to Berkeley, there will be one waiting for you which they will hold if they are running late. So they talk to each other and make sure the connections are there.
Most Burdensome 6

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P24 most burdensome complaint about transfers]

Something that’s frustrating for the AC transit at least, the transfers are only good for an hour and half, but the San Francisco Muni lines are good for three hours are something like that. Before I got my bus pass, I would go somewhere on a bus and I wouldn’t necessarily be done an hour and half to hop on to another bus so I had to pay another $2.

Most Burdensome 7

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P1 increased concern about co-ordination between modes]

P 1: Well I think I have already said sometimes the way of paying is different (across modes) and I think we have all talked about the fact they are not that coordinated. Basically you have to just to be prepared to do two different modes that are not connected really. One thing that is helpful nowadays is that the trip planning websites that can actually help you to some extent.

Most Burdensome 8

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P2 modes are independently distributed and face different problems]

P 2: Well delay it’s the worst part of intermodal, I want to minimize the amount of intermodal because two different systems are likely to be independently distributed in what causes their lateness and you are just going to have greater delays.

Most Burdensome 9

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc

Codes: [F4 P3 increased importance of bike accommodations]

P 3: I have to say if I am traveling with a bike and say I am in a BART and then get on a bus, sometimes on the trans bay [train] they allow only about two bikes and so you may have to wait another hour or so, (and its) not often the best place to hang out and you may need to get somewhere.

Most Burdensome 10

P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc
Codes: [F4 P4 covered bus stops with heat lamps]

P 4: For me I have no choice but to take two buses, I mean there is no other way for me to travel. I totally agree with the suggestion of covered bus stops, sometimes it gets really cold waiting for buses at night especially for buses that run like half-hour in between.

**Most Burdensome 11**

**P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc**

Codes: [F4 P1 co-ordination between agencies]

P 1: Well yes, starting with the concurrent situation I would get those different agencies together and better coordinate. They also probably (could) find out more what the public transportation needs are—like where people could go or would go. There are certainly people who would rather drive. I don’t know what to do about that.

**Use More 4**

**P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc**

Codes: [F4 P2 low prices]

The only thing I would think that would get lot of people out of cars and into public transportation is drastic cuts in prices. Remember in Portland Oregon (this is 20, 30 years ago), they made buses free, my brother was living up there at that time; that’s the reason I am aware of it.

**Use More 5**

**P 2: Alameda Group 2.doc**

Codes: [F4 P4 visual appeals as in color]

P 4: Kind of farfetched I guess but it’s more like visual things make it more appealing. Like change of the colors. Like how Virgin and Pacific [airlines] change their airlines to make it more appealing to the young generation. If they made it more like club dance color it would entice the younger crowd. They could play music or something and maybe change up the uniforms of the people. I mean I am not even joking about it because you know if they look nice people would probably be nicer to them and want to be on the same bus.

**Use More 6**

**P 3: Alameda Group 1.doc**

Codes: [F2 P1 frequency in mode less cost]
P 1: In general what it would take for me is increased frequency and feasible costs.

Most Burdensome 11

P 4: Santa Clara Group 2.doc – 4:3

Codes: [F3 P2 most burdensome lack of continuous information on schedule and wait time]

No memos

P 3: With me also the same problem. The schedule, I think we have only one bus from 7th Street to Cupertino. And the thing is that as I said it often comes earlier or a bit late. So it takes 45 minutes but I need to get up so early, or else if I miss the bus and need to wait for half an hour. I suggest that if there would be a rapid bus for 522 and 23, then it would be much better. Because we have many companies close by, that would be a good option.

Most Burdensome 12

P 4: Santa Clara Group 2.doc

Codes: [F3 P2 most burdensome stops too far apart]

P 2: To add one point for (name of other participant) and me. In taking 72 for an extension of 2.5 miles, I need to again pay for the bus and the light rail. You can just get in at this stop and get off at the next stop and pay $2.

Least Burdensome 5


Codes: [F3 P2 least burdensome rail travel is efficient]

No memos

P 2: For me light rail is very good option. It goes very early when compared to like [the] other busses. So if you take the bus it will be 10 to 15 minutes more. Light rail is like pretty fast and it’ll have its own clearance, so I would take light rail rather than busses.

Use More 6

P 4: Santa Clara Group 2.doc

Codes: [F3 P2 shorter overall time]

P 2: For me only distance and time matters. If I am going to my office and it is late it doesn’t matter any more that I would like to go by public transportation.
Codes: [F3 P1 better co-ordination between companies so wait time is less]

P 1: If in intermodal transportation we could have a communication system where after this bus comes in then that bus is supposed to be so that because if they have a network of that kind, they would actually keep up with the timing better.

Codes: [F3 P2 more variable frequency at certain times]

P 2: I would say that it’s (about) trying to get to the logistics. Looking at the where the real companies are located and where the people are really going to. In that way if they can just increase the frequency of the public transportation in the morning from 8–10 and evening from 5–7 or 4–6 it’s a peak time and all will be going to their office and coming back from their office to their home. So if they can really increase the efficiency and lower transportation cost. Lots of people would want to do that.
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